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Read: 1. U O No. Ac.A III/4/2015 dated 06.06.2015.

2. Minutes of the meeting of the Academic Council held on 07.10.2017 (Item No. I(13)).
3. Minutes of the meeting of the Dean, Faculty of Engineering & Technology and the 
    Chairmen, Boards of Studies in Engineering (Pass I, II & III) held on 21.11.2017.

ORDER
The norms for improvement of sessional marks of B.Tech Degree Course for the failed 

candidates after completion of the Course was implemented vide paper read (1) above.

The Academic Council vide paper read (2) above resolved that the provision for sessional 
improvement be granted for 2012 admission B. Tech candidates by assigning a separate faculty 
for the purpose, for semesters having no regular batch under the University of Kerala.

The norms for improvement of sessional marks for the failed candidates of B.Tech Degree 
Course (2012 admission) was framed by the Dean, Faculty of Engineering & Technology and the 
Chairmen, BoS in Engineering (Pass I, II, III) vide paper read (3) above.

Sanction has therefore been accorded by the Vice-Chancellor to implement the following 
norms for improvement of sessional marks of B.Tech Degree Course for the failed candidates of 
2012 admission.

1. Only those candidates who have completed five years after joining the course are              
       eligible to improve sessional marks.
2. As there are no regular batches under Kerala University, the Principals of the 
     respective Colleges will have to make necessary arrangements for assigning separate               
      faculty to conduct classes for the students to improve sessional marks.  The Principal 
     shall   forward the details of students   enrolled  for  sessional  improvement  in the  
     beginning of the semester to the University.  A  complete  report  which  contains  the   
     details  of  the  conduct  of   classes and evaluation schemes followed for the award of   
     sessional marks along with the sessional  marks shall be  forwarded  to  the  University 
     within two weeks after completion of the course.
3. The maximum sessional marks awarded for each subject shall be limited to 35.
4. There shall be only one chance to improve the sessional marks of a semester.
5. The student shall attend the University Examinations of the paper(s) in which he/she   
     has improved the sessionals. The earlier marks secured by the candidate (sessional and   
     University Examination) in the concerned paper(s) will stand cancelled on registration  
     to the University Examinations after completion of sessional improvement

Orders are issued accordingly.
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To
1. The Dean, Faculty of Engineering and Technology.
2. The Chairmen, Boards of Studies in Engineering (Pass I, II & III).
3. The Principals of all affiliated Engineering Colleges.
4. PS to VC
5. PA to Registrar/CE.
6. JR (Exams I)/DR (Engg) / AR (Engg) 
7. IT Cell (Exams).
8. EB IV/ EE II /B.Tech Tabulation Sections.
9. PRO/RO/Enquiry.
10.Stock File/File Copy.

Forwarded /By Order,

           SECTION OFFICER


